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This is zero except when /c = n±l.   We then have
The latter of these results follows also from the first by writing n - 1 for n.   The second line of the equation (7) becomes
2^
Finally we have, when w>l,
.1^_1   ............ (8).
If E' be the quantity of electricity on the surface we have
Substituting in (2) the values J&p Bn and D given in (6), (8) and (9) we find the value of the surface density p when the surface of the conductor is given. The potential at the origin is K=4:frDa (1+ ^BJ,
422. Sphere with a ring. Ex. 1. A uniform circular wire (radius &), charged with electricity of line density -e, surrounds an uninsulated concentric spherical conductor (radius a). Prove that the electrical density at any point of the surface of the conductor is
Ex. 2. A uniform circular wire (centre 0), charged with electricity of line density - e, influences an uninsulated spherical conductor (centre o), the plane of the wire being perpendicular to 0(7. Prove that the electrical density at any point E of the surface of the conductor is
^S (8n + l) Pn(eos a.) Pn(eos
where S implies summation from n=0 to 91 = 00. Also a is the radius of the sphere, & the distance of any point M on the rim of the ring from 0, a the angle subtended at 0 by any radius of the ring and 6 the angle OR makes with the axis OC of the ring.
The potential of the ring at any point Q on the axis referred to 0 as origin is
fr>)~ &—»vw"
and M = - 27r&e sin a. The potential at any point S not on the axis is found by introducing the factor Pn (cos 6) into the general term, where 9 is the angle COS. The potential V^ of the spherical layer is given in Art. 294. The sum of the two potentials being zero, the value of Yn follows at once.
423. Orthogonal spheres. The boundary of an insulated conductor is formed by two orthogonal spheres. Find the law of distribution of a charge of electricity*.
* The problem of finding the law of distribution of electricity on two orthogonal spheres when acted on by an electrical point is solved in Maxwell's Treatise on Electricity dsc. He also gives the solution for spheres intersecting at an angle ir/w, for three and also four orthogonal spheres.

